
The Product User Activity extension helps the store owners to track the activity of
their customers.

Further, the admin can check the complete record of the actions, movements, and as well
pages that a customer visited.

Records are present in a tabular data form. Further, send promotional emails to the
customer with content and subject. 

Note: The module only works for logged-in customers, Moreover the activity
of the guest users can not be recorded.

Features

For the Activity tracking for Customers on Catalog pages implemented.
The user activity can be tracked over multiple pages such as product, home, cart,
category, checkout, search, wishlist, & compare. 
User activity data can be exported which is in CSV or XML format.
The admin can also find which event type is being carried out by the user such as
add to cart or wishlist, page load, redirect, searched or compared different
products. 
The admin can send promotional emails to multiple customers at a time with
personalized content and subject.
The user activity can be recorded store-view wise.
The custom email template can be used for sending promotional emails to the
customer.
The senders’ names on the delivered email can be set accordingly.

Module configuration – Product User Activity

For the basic configuration, the admin needs to go to Stores -> Configuration as
shown in the below image.
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Afterwards,  navigate to the Product User Activity Settings -> General Settings.

Promotional Email: Further select the email template to send the mail. 

Email Sender Name: However, the admin can enter the sender’s name in this field as a
result, the name will be present on the mail sent to the customers.

Admin Email: Also, the admin can enter his email id using which emails will be sent to
the customer.

Check User Activity

To visit this section on the Admin sidebar, go to Product User Activity > User
Activity as shown given below.



Here, The record of all the activity or movement of the store visitors (logged-in
customers) is visible here.

Customer Id: Identify your customer by checking their Id from the table.

Customer Email: Here, the email address of the customer’s account is visible. 

Product Id: The product visited by the customer is listed here using the product Id of
that particular product.

Filter the User Activity Results

You can define the filter options fields and then click Apply Filters to narrow the actions
displayed.



Moreover, to clear the filter options and return to the full report, click Clear All.

The admin can send promotional emails to its customer by selecting any one or multiple
rows from the checklist then tap on actions and click Send Email.

Also, the admin can delete one or multiple rows by selecting row(s) from the checklist and
then click on Delete.

As a result, an entry field with the option to write Content and Subject of the email will
appear in the pop-up.

Henceforth, after writing the content of the email press Send to deliver the mail or click
Cancel to leave.



Understand User Activity Workflow

Let’s suppose multiple new or previous customers of your store land in at your online
store and further below are the possible scenarios.

Scenario – 1

Here, A purchase made by the customer.

Scenario – 2

The customer added in some items in his/her shopping cart or as well as a wish list.



Scenario – 3

The user browsed a few products.

Scenario – 4

Furthermore, Searched for a product or compared different items together.



Afterwards, spend some time the customers leave.

At last, I conclude that, for the time being, they remain offline what are the chances of
your customers returning back.

Send them emails to engage.

Here, check the sample email sent to the customer.

That’s all for the Product user activity extension.

However, if you still have any questions regarding the module please create a support
ticket by clicking here or send an email to support@webkul.com

https://webkul.uvdesk.com/en/customer/create-ticket/
mailto:support@webkul.com


 
 




